Now you can access Census Bureau information on the Internet faster and more effectively. American FactFinder®—a dynamic search feature on the Census Bureau’s Web site that helps you locate the Census Bureau data you need for the areas you want—quickly and easily.

American FactFinder® Capabilities:

Customer Service Center
301-763-INFO (4636) or factfinder@census.gov

2000 and 1990 Decennial Censuses:
- Population data 301-763-2422 or pop@census.gov
- Industry, occupation, income, and poverty data 301-763-3242 or hhes-info@census.gov
- Housing data 301-763-3237 or hhes-info@census.gov

Economic Census:
Customer Service Center 301-763-INFO (4636) or econ@census.gov

American Community Survey: 888-456-7215 or acs@census.gov

Geographic Concepts: 301-457-1128 or tiger@census.gov

Visit our Web site at factfinder.census.gov to create tables and maps, such as those shown below:

Quick Tables
- Retrieve reports and summary tables of statistics on:
  - Population
  - Housing
  - Industry and business

Thematic Maps
- Produce thematic maps to reveal geographic patterns in statistical data.

Reference Maps
- Create reference maps to show boundaries and features for geographic entities.

Information & Contacts

- **American FactFinder® Capabilities**: Customer Service Center 301-763-INFO (4636) or factfinder@census.gov
- **2000 and 1990 Decennial Censuses**: 301-763-2422 or pop@census.gov
- **Economic Census**: Customer Service Center 301-763-INFO (4636) or econ@census.gov
- **American Community Survey**: 888-456-7215 or acs@census.gov
- **Geographic Concepts**: 301-457-1128 or tiger@census.gov